
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Did he take a part in any ______________ battles?1. (great/other)

She opened her eyes, and saw the wall slowly fading away like a mist, and
a ______________ cavern in front of her.
2.

(great/black)

A family must have passed, consisting of a male, a female or two, and
________________ ones of different ages.
3.

(several/young)

They struck a _______________ substance, which extended above my
person at an elevation of not more than six inches from my face.
4.

(solid/wooden)

Dorothy was surprised to find how patient the people were, for her
_____________ heart was beating rapidly with excitement.
5.

(own/little)

Under him was held the ________________ council of the faith.6.
(general/first)

Rick knelt by a ______________ patch on the deck.7. (small/brown)

At that notion she had a _________________ thrill of excitement.8.
(little/curious)

___________ Smith couldn't move.9. (old/poor)

My subordinates paid the ________________ attention to the other two.10.
(same/delicate)

This _____________________ achievement awakened my deepest
interest.
11.

(intellectual/great)

A ________________ creatures, perhaps more weary than the rest, were
sleeping; when one of their number rolled into the fire no one attempted to
help him out.

12.

(few/miserable)

James sat down, all knees, elbows, frock-coat, and _____________
whiskers.
13.

(white/long)
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In them I see the possibility of _________________ attainment.14.
(high/spiritual)

I am sure I have every cause to bless the day, and did I forget it, I have
____________ friends to remind me of it.
15.

(kind/many)

She is said to know more _________________________ people than any
other woman in London.
16.

(distinguished/literary)

Its effect would be permanent, even though physical suffering and
sorrowful memories might interrupt it for a ____________ hours.
17.

(few/brief)

Altogether it is almost a model of the ______________ sword.18.
(early/Roman)

This also seems a fitting occasion to notice the _____________ words in
that poem.
19.

(hard/other)

A ___________ juice exudes from the stem.20. (red/dull)
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